Introduction
The positive mass theorem, …rst proved by SY2] and later by Witten [W] using spinors, is one of the profound results in di¤erential geometry. In the recent work of Shi-Tam, it is used in a novel way to yield beautiful results on the boundary e¤ect on compact Riemannian manifolds with nonnegative scalar curvature. The following theorem is only a special case of their main result. Theorem 1. Let (M n ; g) be a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary and scalar curvature R 0. If the boundary is isometric to S n 1 and has mean curvature n 1, then (M n ; g) is isometric to the unit ball B n R n . (If n > 7 we need to assume that M is spin.)
We sketch the idea of the proof. We glue M with R n nB n along the boundary S n 1 to obtain an asymptotically ‡at manifold N with nonnegative scalar curvature. Since it is actually ‡at near in…nity the positive mass theorem implies that N is isometric to R n and hence M is isometric to B n (see [M, ST] for details). There are similar rigidity results for geodesic balls in the hyperbolic space assuming R n (n 1) by applying the positive mass theorem for asymptotically hyperbolic manifolds.
It is a natural question to consider the hemisphere. The following conjecture was proposed by Min-Oo in 1995.
Conjecture 1. (Min-Oo) Let (M n ; g) be a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary and scalar curvature R n (n 1). If the boundary is isometric to S n 1 and totally geodesic, then (M n ; g ) is isometric to the hemisphere S n + . The proof of Theorem 1 does not seem to work any more: there is no positive mass theorem providing a miraculous passage from the compact manifold in question to a noncompact manifold. As it stands this conjecture seems quite di¢ cult. There have only been some partial results in [HW] and some recent progress in dimension three in [E] .
Motivated by Min-Oo's conjecture, we consider the rigidity of compact Riemannian manifolds with boundary and positive Ricci curvature. Here is our …rst result.
Theorem 2. Let (M n ; g) (n 2) be a compact Riemannian manifold with nonempty boundary = @M . Suppose Ric (n 1) g; ( ; gj ) is isometric to the standard sphere S n 1 R n , is convex in M in the sense that its second fundamental form is nonnegative.
Since there are di¤erent conventions for the second fundamental form and the mean curvature in the literature, let us explain ours. Let be the outer unit normal …eld of in M . For any p 2 , for any X; Y 2 T p the second fundamental form is de…ned as (X; Y ) = hr X ; Y i : The mean curvature is the trace of the second fundamental form.
Put in another way, the theorem says that for a compact manifold with boundary, if we know that the boundary is S n 1 (intrinsic geometry on the boundary) and convex (some extrinsic geometry) then we recognize the manifold as the hemisphere S n + , provided Ric (n 1) g. Theorem 2 can be viewed as the Ricci version of MinOo's conjecture. It is a strong evidence that Min-Oo's conjecture should be true.
Shi-Tam [ST] have also studied compact manifolds (M n ; g) whose boundaries isometrically embed in R n as a convex hypersurface. In our case we may consider compact Riemannian manifolds whose boundaries isometrically embed as a hypersurface in S n + . We prove the following rigidity theorem in this more general case. In dimension 2 it turns out that Theorem 2 is essentially equivalent to a result of Toponogov on the length of simple closed geodesics on a strictly convex surface. This connection is discussed in Section 2 in which we also present a di¤erent proof working only in dimension 2. This proof may have some independent interest. It is also interesting to compare this two dimensional argument, which is partly geometric and partly analytic, with the uni…ed proof of purely analytic nature presented in Section 4.
To prove Theorem 3, we have to generalize the proof of Theorem 2 to the more general context where we allow the metric to be Lipschitz along a hypersurface. For this purpose we …rst establish Reilly's theorem on the …rst eigenvalue in this context in Section. The proof of Theorem 3 is then given.lengths of these curves. The extrinsic geometry of the boundary is given by the geodesic curvature. Therefore Theorem 2 follows from the following slightly stronger result.
Theorem 4. Let (M 2 ; g) be compact surface with boundary and the Gaussian curvature K 1: Suppose the geodesic curvature k of the boundary satis…es k c 0. Then L( ) 2 = p 1 + c 2 . Moreover equality holds i¤ (M; g) is isometric to a disc of radius cot 1 (c) in S 2 .
Proof. By Gauss-Bonnet formula
where (M ) is the Euler number of M . Therefore M is simply connected and in particular has only one component. By the Riemann mapping theorem, (M; g) is conformally equivalent to the unit disc B= fz 2 C : jzj 1g. Without loss of generality, we take (M; g) to be (B; g = e 2u jdzj 2 ) with u 2 C 1 B; R . By our assumptions we have u e 2u on B;
Then u u as u is superharmonic. It follows from sub-sup solution method (see, e.g., [SY, ) that we may …nd a v 2 C 1 B; R with v = e 2v on B; u v u:
Since v u and vj S 1 = uj S 1 we have @v @ @u @ and hence @v @ + 1 ce u on S 1 , i.e. the boundary circle has has geodesic curvature c. As the metric B; e 2v jdzj 2 has curvature 1 and the boundary circle is convex, it can be isometrically embedded as a domain in S 2 , say . Denote = @ parametrized by arclength. Notice L ( ) = L ( ) as v = u on the boundary S 1 . Because the boundary has geodesic curvature c 0, it is known that the smallest geodesic disc D containing has radius at most cot
The equality case follows directly from the argument.
As a corollary we have the following theorem due to Toponogov.
) be a closed surface with Gaussian curvature K 1. Then any simple closed geodesic in M has length at most 2 . Moreover if there is one with length 2 , then M is isometric to the standard sphere S 2 .
Proof. Suppose is a simple close geodesic. We cut M along to obtain two compact surfaces with the geodesic as their common boundary. The result follows from applying the previous theorem to either of these two compact surfaces with boundary.
Toponogov's original proof, as presented in Klingenberg [K, page 297] uses his triangle comparison theorem. In applying the triangle comparison theorem, which requires at least two minimizing geodesics, the di¢ culty is to know how long a geodesic segment is minimizing without assuming an upper bound for curvature. As the proof presented above, this di¢ culty is overcome by using special features of two dimensional topology.
Conformal change of metrics
Of course the conformal method is not very useful in higher dimensions. It may still be of interest to record here what one can prove with it.
Moreover if equality holds somewhere, then e g = g S n .
We have
in another way it is
Let u = min fu; 1g, then u is Lipschitz and it follows from Kato's inequality that in distribution sense
u ; uj @ = 1:
then v u 1 and hence
Then v is Lipschitz and in the sense of distribution
It follows that 0 w v and hence w + n(n 2) 4 w n(n 2) 4 w n+2 n 2 . Using the conformal rigidity result in [HW] (Theorem 3.1 on p99) we see w = 1. Hence v = 1 and u = 1. It follows that u 1. Note that
Hence u is superharmonic. It follows from strong maximum principle that either u 1 or u > 1 in and @u @ < 0. The conclusion follows from e H = 2 (n 1) n 2 @u @ + H:
The proof of Theorem 2
We now present a proof of Theorem 2 which works in any dimension n 2. We …rst recall the following result due to Reilly.
Theorem 5. (Reilly [R] ) Let (M n ; g) be a compact Riemannian manifold with nonempty boundary = @M . Assume that Ric (n 1) g and the mean curvature of in M is nonnegative. Then the …rst (Dirichlet) eigenvalue 1 of satis…es the inequality 1 n. Moreover 1 = n i¤ M is isometric to the standard hemisphere S n + R n+1 .
Therefore to prove Theorem 2, it su¢ ces to show 1 (M ) = n. If this were not the case, then 1 (M ) > n. Therefore for every f 2 C 1 ( ) there is a unique
Lemma 1. is subharmonic, i.e. 0.
Proof. Using the Bochner formula, the equation (4.1) and the assumption Ric (n 1) g,
Denote = @u @ , the derivative on the boundary in the direction of the outer unit normal …eld . By the assumption of Theorem 2 there is an isometry F :
n . In the following let f = P n i=1 i x i F , where x 1 ; ; x n are the standard coordinate functions on S n 1 and = ( 1 ; ; n ) 2 S n 1 . We have f = (n 1) f; jr f j 2 + f 2 = 1:
On the boundary
here we have used (4.3) in the last step. On the other hand
The lemma follows.
Lemma 3. The function = jruj 2 + u 2 is constant and
Moreover = @u @ is also constant and (r f; r f ) 0.
Proof. Since is subharmonic, by the maximum principle achieves its maximum on , say at p 2 . Obviously we have
If @ @ (p) = 0, then must be constant by the strong maximum principle and Hopf lemma (see [GT, ). Then the proof of Lemma 1 implies D 2 u = ug. By (4.2) is constant. It then follows from Lemma 2 that (r f; r f ) 0. Suppose 
here we have used the assumption that is convex, i.e.
This contradicts with
Recall f depends on a unit vector 2 S n 1 . To indicate the dependence on we will add subscript to all the quantities. Since (r f ; r f ) 0 on for any 2 S n 1 and r f : 2 S n 1 span the tangent bundle T we conclude that is totally geodesic, i.e. = 0.
We now claim that we can choose such that 0. Indeed, ! is a continuous function on S n 1 . Clearly u = u and hence = . Therefore by the intermediate value theorem there exists some 2 S n 1 such that 0. With this particular choice f = f ; u = u we have
There is q 2 such that f (q) = max f = 1. Then r f (q) = 0 and hence ru (q) = 0 as @u @ (q) = 0. For X 2 T q M such that hX; (q)i 0 let X be the geodesic with X (0) = X. Note that X lies in if X is tangential to since is totally geodesic. The function U (t) = u X (t) then satis…es the following 8 > < > :
Hence U (t) = cos t. Because is totally geodesic, every point may be connected to q by a minimizing geodesic. Using the geodesic polar coordinates (r; ) 2 R + S n 1 + at q we can write g = dr 2 + h r where r is the distance function to q and h r is r-family of metrics on S here h 0 is the standard metric on S n 1 + . Then u = cos r. The equation D 2 u = ug implies @h r @r = 2 cos r sin r h r which can be solved to give h r = sin 2 rh 0 . It follows that (M; g) is isometric to S n + . This implies 1 (M ) = n and contradicts with the assumption 1 (M ) > n. Theorem 2 follows.
Reilly's theorem and rigidity for certain nonsmooth metrics
To prove Theorem 3, it is natural to try the same argument of Section 4. Namely, we take v to be a linear function on S n and then solve u = nu on M; u = v on :
As before, = jruj 2 + u 2 . But when we apply the strong maximum principle to , we inevitably have to compare @u @ with the corresponding quantity @v @ . We have no idea how such a comparison could be established. Instead, we have to take a di¤erent route.
First, we generalize Reilly's theorem to the situation where the metric g is only Lipschitz along a hypersurface. To be precise, let M be a smooth compact Riemannian manifold with @M = , Ric (n 1). Let N be another smooth compact Riemannian manifold with @N = [ 1 , and 1 being disjoint components, and Ric (n 1). Assume g M j = g N j . Now we glue M and N along to get a smooth manifold P with boundary 1 . However the metric on P is only Lipschitz along . Let be the outer normal direction of M along . We have two shape
here is the outer normal direction for N along 1 , and H = tr A is the mean curvature.
Theorem 6. Assume A M A N and H 0, then 1 (P ) n. If 1 (P ) = n, then (P; g) is smooth and (P; g) is isometric to S n + ; g S n .
Proof. Let u 2 H 1 0 (P ) be the …rst eigenfunction, then u 0 and u = u, > 0. It follows from elliptic regularity theory that uj M 2 C 1 (M ), uj N 2 C 1 (N ) and
In particular u 2 C 1;1 (P ) . Applying Reilly's formula on M , we get 1 2
here H M = tr A M . Applying the same formula on N yields 1 2
Summing up we get 1 2
Note that
Hence n. If = n, then D 2 u = ug on both M and N and H @u @ 2 = 0 on 1 . Since u > 0 in P n 1 , it follows from strong maximum principle that @u @ < 0 on 1 and hence H = 0 on 1 . We aim to show (P; g) is in fact isometric to S n + ; g S n + . The key is to prove that g 2 C 1 . To continue we build some coordinates along . Note for r 0, we have a map [0; ") ! M : (p; r) 7 ! exp p ( r (p)) which is an smooth embedding when " is small. If we choose a coordinate locally on , namely 1 ;
; n 1 , hence we have a coordinate r; 1 ;
; n 1 near . Similarly using the map ( "; 0] ! N : (p; r) 7 ! exp p ( r (p)) we have coordinate r; 1 ;
; n 1 near on P . Note that
b ij (r; ) is Lipschitz. We will write u 0 = @ r u;
From D 2 u = ug it is easy to see r jruj 2 + u 2 = 0 on both M and N . Since u 2 C 1 we conclude jruj 2 + u 2 = const. By scaling we may assume jruj 2 + u 2 = 1. We …rst observe that u 2 C 1 (P ). Indeed, to see this we only need to show @ 2 u = g, it follows that u < 1 for other points near p. Hence the set fu = 1g is discrete. On fu 6 = 1g, jruj = p 1 u 2 is smooth too.
Next we claim ru is a smooth vector …eld, though apriori it seems only belongs to Lipschitz. Indeed we have
We need to show @ m r
Restricting to r = 0 on both sides, we see @ r b ij (0
and the fact u 2 C 1 we see @ 
for all m. Now assume @ r u (p) = 0. If there exists a sequence p i 2 with @ r u (p i ) 6 = 0 such that p i ! p, then by taking limit of what we have at p i we obtain
for all m. If @ r u (q) = 0 for q 2 near p. Denote u (0; ) = f ( ). Using @ 2 r = u on both sides, we see u (r; ) = f ( ) cos r. It follows from u 0i = 0 that
Note that this is true for both positive and negative r. Hence
Hence b ij u j (r; ) = b ij f j (0; ) cos 3 r and it follows that @ m r
In any case we have proved that ru 2 C 1 (P ). Let X = ru jruj , then X is C 1 on fu 6 = 1g. It follows from D 2 u = ug on both M and N that r X X = 0 on both M and N . For p 2 , let F (p; t) be given by @ t F (p; t) = X (F (p; t)) and F (p; 0) = p. Then F is C 1 as long as it is de…ned, besides when F (p; t) 2 M on a time interval, then it is a unit speed geodesic.
Let (t) = u (F (p; t)), then (0) = 0, 0 (t) = jru (F (p; t))j, hence 0 (0) = 1. Since 2 + 02 = 1 and 0 6 = 0, we see 00 + = 0. Hence u (F (p; t)) = sin t. It follows that F : 1 0; 2 ! fu 6 = 1g is a di¤eomorphism. If we choose a local coordinate 1 ;
; n 1 on 1 , then note that we have a coordinate t; 1 ; ; n 1 locally on P with @ t = X, hence j@ t j = 1 and h@ t ; @ i i = 0. It follows that
here b ij is locally Lipschitz in (t; ). If (t 0 ; 0 ) = 2 , then we know near (t 0 ; 0 ), b ij is smooth with u = sin t. Hence
Hence @ t b ij (t; ) = 2 tan t b ij (t; ). For a.e. , (t; ) 2 for only a set discrete t's, hence we have b ij (t; ) = b ij (0; ) cos 2 t. By continuity we know this is true for all . Therefore g is smooth on fu 6 = 1g. Since the set fu = 1g is …nite, we see g is smooth everywhere (because by taking a limit we see there is no jump in any order of derivatives along ). Hence (P; g) must be isometric to the standard upper half sphere.
We can now prove the following generalized version of Theorem 2.
Theorem 7. Let (P n ; g) be a compact Riemannian manifold as in Theorem 6. Let 1 = @P . Suppose Ric (n 1) g; ( 1 ; gj 1 ) is isometric to the standard sphere S n 1 R n , is convex in M in the sense that its second fundamental form is nonnegative.
Then (P n ; g) is smooth and isometric to the hemisphere S n + .
We …rst explain how Theorem 3 follows from the above theorem. Let N = S n + n and let P be the smooth manifold obtained by gluing M and N along via the embedding : ( ; g ) ! @ . Clearly P satis…es all the assumptions.We have a Riemannian metric on P which is merely Lipschitz along . And P is spherical near its boundary S n 1 . So we can apply Theorem 7.
Proof of Theorem 7. Proof of Theorem 7: By Theorem 6, 1 (P ) n. If 1 (P ) = n then we know (P; g) is smooth and is isometric to S n + . Assume 1 (P ) > n, then we may …nd u 2 H 1 (P ) s.t.
here f is a linear function on S n 1 . By elliptic regularity uj M 2 C 1 (M ), uj N 2 C 1 (N ) and u 2 C 1 (P ). Let = jruj 2 + u 2 . We know that is subharmonic in both M and N . Moreover on , let = @u @ , we have
That is is subharmonic on P in the distribution sense. Hence achieve a maximum on the boundary S n 1 . At this maximum point, we have @ @ = 0 by the same argument in Section 4. Hence must be equal to constant by the strong maximum principle and D 2 u = ug on both M and N , uj N =the linear function. We may assume @u @ = 0 on S n 1 . Hence jruj 2 + u 2 = 1 on P . It follows from this and D 2 u = ug on both M and N that fu = 1g is …nite.
The same argument as before shows that u and ru belong to C 1 (P ) . Since jruj = p 1 u 2 we see it is smooth on fu 6 = 1g. Let X = ru jruj , then it generates a smooth ‡ow on fu 6 = 1g, F (p; t) with @ t F (p; t) = X (F (p; t)), F (p; 0) = p. Note that here we have used the fact ru is tangent to S n 1 on S n 1 . If p 2 P , u (p) 6 = 1, let (t) = u (F (p; t)), then 0 (t) = jru (F (p; t))j > 0. Hence 02 + 2 = 1. After di¤erentiation we get 00 + = 0, hence (t) = cos (t + b) for some < b < 0. It exists on ( b; b). Note that j@ t F (p; t)j = 1, we see F (p; t) ! p + as t ! b from the left and F (p; t) ! p as t ! b from the right. In particular u (p + ) = 1 and u (p ) = 1. It follows that each orbit must have length and connecting some points with value 1 to another point with value 1.
For every q with u (q) = 1, we let U q = [ fall orbits ending at qg :
Then it is clear that U q is open and [ u(q)=1 U q = P n fu = 1g. It follows from connectivity of P n fu = 1g that there is only one q with u (q) = 1. Similarly there is only one q with u (q) = 1. Let p + 2 S n 1 with u (p + ) = 1, p 2 S n 1 with u (p ) = 1, then every orbit must start from p and end at p + . Next calculation shows that in the interior of M and N , D X X = 0, hence the orbits in the interior are simply the unit speed geodesics. Let r be the distance to p , then near p the metric
Here 1 ; ; n 1 are local coordinates on S n 1 + (viewed as in the tangent space of S n + at p ). Moreover u (r; ) = cos r. We have a di¤eomorphism S n 1 + (0; ) ! P n fp + ; p g : ( ; t) 7 ! F exp p (" ) ; t " for some " > 0 small. Hence we have a coordinate t; 1 ;
; n 1 on P n fp + ; p g. Under this coordinate
It follows from previous calculation that u (t; ) = cos t. Note that if (t; ) = 2 , then it follows from D 2 u = ug that @ t b ij (t; ) = 2 cot tb ij (t; ) :
For a:e: , we know (t; ) = 2 except …nite many t 0 s. Hence using b ij (t; ) = sin 2 tb ij ( ) for t small we see b ij (t; ) = sin 2 tb ij ( ) for all t. By continuity argument we see it is true everywhere. Hence g is smooth. The theorem follows.
